Insight into the mechanism of action of EP-39, a bevirimat derivative that inhibits HIV-1 maturation.
Maturation of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) particles is a key step for viral infectivity. This process can be blocked using maturation inhibitors (MIs) that affect the cleavage of the capsid-spacer peptide 1 (CA-SP1) junction. Here, we investigated the mechanisms underlying the activity of EP-39, a bevirimat (BVM) derivative with better hydrosolubility. To this aim, we selected in vitro EP-39- and BVM-resistant mutants. We found that EP-39-resistant viruses have four mutations within the CA domain (CA-A194T, CA-T200N, CA-V230I, and CA-V230A) and one in the first residue of SP1 (SP1-A1V). We also identified six mutations that confer BVM resistance (CA-A194T, CA-L231F, CA-L231M, SP1-A1V, SP1-S5N and SP1-V7A). To characterize the EP-39 and BVM-resistant mutants, we studied EP-39 effects on mutant virus replication and performed a biochemical analysis with both MIs. We observed common and distinct characteristics, suggesting that, although EP-39 and BVM share the same chemical skeleton, they could interact in a different way with the Gag polyprotein precursor (Pr55Gag). Using an in silico approach, we observed that EP-39 and BVM present different predicted positions on the hexameric crystal structure of the CACTD-SP1 Gag fragment. To clearly understand the relationship between assembly and maturation, we investigated the impact of all identified mutations on virus assembly by expressing Pr55Gag mutants. Finally, using NMR, we have shown that the interaction of EP-39 with a peptide carrying the SP1-A1V mutation (CA-SP1(A1V)-NC) is almost suppressed in comparison with the wild type peptide. These results suggest that EP-39 and BVM could interact differently with the Pr55Gag lattice and that the mutation of the first SP1 residue induces a loss of interaction between Pr55Gag and EP-39.